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Introduction
The Water Advisory Body has completed a survey
of Irish Water customers. The results of this survey
are published with this note.
The purpose of the survey was to:

1

establish views of customer communication and contact by Irish
Water in terms of clarity, timeliness, efficiency, professionalism and
overall experience.

2

gauge how Irish Water customers (both residential and business)
would like to be communicated with in the future.

The survey was carried out by Core Research on behalf of the Water
Advisory Body.
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Context and Background
The purpose of the WAB is to advise the Minister on measures needed to improve the
transparency and accountability of Irish Water; and to report on a Quarterly basis to an
Oireachtas Committee on the performance by Irish Water in the implementation of its
Strategic Funding Plan.
The WAB’s functions are set out in the Water Services Act 2017.

Irish Water’s Performance
A core function of the Water Advisory Body is to report to an Oireachtas Committee on
the performance by Irish Water in the implementation of its business plan with particular
regards to the following:


infrastructure delivery (for example pipes and treatment plants) and leakage reductions;



cost reduction and efficiency improvements (this includes the operation of the public
water and wastewater system);



improvements in water quality, including the elimination of boil water notices;



procurement, remuneration and staffing policies; and



responsiveness to the needs of communities and enterprise.

Irish Water’s Strategic Funding Plan is a public document and available on Irish Water’s
website www.water.ie.
Where possible the WAB uses performance indicators to provide a broad view of Irish
Water’s performance. This is not always possible. For example, there are some areas
of interest to the WAB where data are not available. These include some aspects of
Irish Water’s performance in terms of responsiveness to the needs of communities and
enterprises.
The absence of data requires the WAB to take a different approach to measuring
performance in these areas.

Irish Water’s Responsiveness to the Needs of Communities
and Enterprises
In 2021, the WAB decided to investigate more closely Irish Water’s performance in this area.
WAB commissioned local surveys to determine views of Irish Water customers in relation
to communications from and contact with Irish Water. The purpose of these local surveys
is to establish the views of customers on communication and contact by Irish Water in
communities where Irish Water had undertaken works such as pipe replacements, or where
there was an impact on drinking water quality e.g. a Boiled Water Notices.
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Targeted Research
of Irish Water Customers
Research Aims

1

To establish views of customer communication and contact by Irish Water in terms
of clarity, timeliness, efficiency, professionalism and overall experience.

2

To gauge how Irish Water customers (both residential and business) would like to
be communicated with in the future.

Approach to/Scope of Survey
This was a targeted survey of 628 residential and 400 business customers in areas where
Irish Water had recently carried out maintenance or remedial work. It was carried out
between 26th October to 7th December 2021.
The findings of the report are not intended to be nationally representative, but rather
represent a snapshot of the issues impacting a number of defined areas.
The results of this survey have a margin of error of +/- 3.9% at a confidence level.
Where sample sizes are <50, results must be interpreted with a level of caution.

Key Findings
from WAB’s Customer Survey
The WAB has reviewed the results of the Customer Survey and we set out below
our main findings.

Confused Lines of Communication
Residential

Business

Who do you contact
when a problem occurs

Local Authority – 53%
Irish Water – 35%

Local Authority – 45%
Irish Water – 40%

Who is responsible?

Local Authority – 51%
Irish Water – 50%

Local Authority – 57%
Irish Water – 51%

(multiple responses were allowed).
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Commentary
Communications confusion is understandable given the historical relationship between
Irish Water, local authorities and customers. It is also understandable in unplanned
disruptions where the focus may be on rectifying the problem.
Effective communications are important in terms of customer satisfaction. Confused lines
of communications will, unfortunately result in less than optimum communications.
It is important that this confusion is addressed. Dedicated phone lines for residential and
business customers should be advertised and promoted.

Contact Experience


Professionalism of staff acknowledged (51% residential; 61% business).



Poor response and follow up (35% residential; 60% business).



Dissatisfaction with ease of dealing with the organisation (60% residential; 58% business).



Dissatisfaction with clarity of information (62% residential; 69% business) and response
provided (62% residential; 92% business).
Commentary
Business customers are the only customers who currently pay for water. This may perhaps
explain higher levels of dissatisfaction than residential customers.
Overall, however, the majority of customers were dissatisfied with their contact, the
response provided and how their contact/complaint was resolved.
Clear communication lines, good flow of information between operations and customer
service are essential for meeting the needs of customers.

Accessing information
In many cases customers appear to find out for themselves that there was an issue and that
the issue had been resolved.


79% residential; 83% business were not aware there was going to be disruption.



45% residential; 72% businesses found out for themselves that the issue was resolved.

Commentary
Where possible it is best practice to advise the customer in advance of a disruption to
their supply. If this is not possible an estimated timeline for completion should be
provided and communicated widely.
It is recognised that this may pose challenges, particularly where disruption is
unanticipated. In these situations, closing the communications loop by appropriately
advising the customer the issue is resolved, is important in terms of customer satisfaction.
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Communications Reach
Customers receive information from Irish Water through a variety of media – TV, radio,
newspaper and social media (Social media: 26% residential; 31% business; Flyers/Leaflets: 26%
residential; 28% business).
Most would prefer to be kept updated through text or flyer/notice (Text: 52% residential; 67%
business; Email: 60% business; Flyer/Leaflet: 34% residential; 30% business).

Commentary
Notwithstanding operational issues, it appears an “opt in” text messaging service may offer
a rapid method of initial communication, allowing updates and closing the communications
loop when disruption occurs.

Communications: Timeliness & Frequency
Whilst it is recognised that not all disruptions to supply are planned or can be notified in
advance (for example, boil water notices or water discoloration issues), there is a strong
preference from customers for advance notice and to be kept updated where possible.
Preferred Notice of
Disruption

Residential

Business

73% few days

85% a week
53% few days

Commentary
Where notice of disruption is being provided, notice of a few days is the most popular
with residential customers, going out to a week for businesses. It is important to note
that notice of disruption requires repetition across multiple channels and at multiple
times in order to reach a wide audience.
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Finally
When asked how Irish Water could improve the customer experience:
Action
Residential

Business

% Respondents

Improve communications

33%

Notify us of issues

38%

Keep us updated

26%

Advance notice of disruption

49%

Better communication

21%

Next Steps
The Water Advisory Body will invite Irish Water to discuss any insights arising from the
findings of this survey and to consider actions to address the findings. Based on this
discussion, the WAB will decide if any further action is required. This may include:


Making recommendations to the Minister on any measures needed to improve the
transparency and accountability of Irish Water;



Identifying additional Key Performance Indicators to report on to the Oireachtas
Committee; or



Undertaking further survey(s).

Water Advisory Body
April 2022.
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The Context
The Water Advisory Body (WAB) is an independent statutory body
established under the Water Services Act 2017.
One of the functions of WAB is to advise the Minister on the measures
needed to improve the transparency and accountability of Irish Water
for the purpose of increasing the confidence of members of the public
in Irish Water.
The WAB commissioned local surveys (Residential and Business) to
determine views of Irish Water customers in relation to
communications from and contact with the company.
The WAB’s objective is to measure Irish Water across a number of key
attributes and to develop performance indicators which can be
tracked with subsequent research.
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Research Objective
1. To establish views of customer communication and
contact by Irish Water in terms of clarity, timeliness,
efficiency, professionalism and overall experience.
2. To gauge how Irish Water customers (both residential
and business) would like to be communicated with in the
future .
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Sample Profile &
Methodology
(Residential)
A targeted survey of 623 households, in areas
provided by The WAB (Water Advisory Body).
Core Research sourced telephone numbers from a
list provider by townland.
Fieldwork Dates:

26th

October to

7th

December 2021.

Gender

Location

Female

63%

Male

37%

Where sample sizes are <50, results must be
interpreted with a level of caution.
N size – refers to the actual sample size.
Due to rounding, some 100% charts may be +/-1%

16%

Limerick City

16%

Dundalk

Social Class
ABC1
C2DE

15%

Wexford town

42%
58%

14%

Monaghan town

12%

Trim

Methodology

The findings of this report are not intended to be
nationally representative, but rather a targeted
survey which captures a snapshot of the issues
impacting a number of defined areas over the past
6 months. The results of this survey have a margin of
error of +/- 3.9% at a confidence level.

Carlow town

Age
18-24

Shannon

6%
Sixmilebridge

25-34

45-54
55+

5%
4%

10%
Cootehill

35-44

9%

12%
26%
46%

3%

Achill

2%

Farranfore, Kerry

2%

Beaumont Cork

2%

White Gate, Cork

1%

Main survey findings

Two in three
households
experienced issues
with their water, in
the last 6 months.
Two in five have experienced water

Water discoloration problems

37%

Interruption of water supply

26%

Boil water notices

24%

discoloration problems, while one in four
mentioned interruption of water supply
or boil water notices.

Increased traffic or issues with your water supply as a result
of water mains replacement works

Other water related issue

13%

7%

None of the above

In the last 6 months, have you experienced any of the following in your community / local area? (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 623; All participants

33%

Households are more likely to contact County Council, rather
than Irish water, if they experience a water related issue.

Who would you contact?

If you did experience an issue related to your water supply, who would you contact? (spontaneous)
Sample Size= 623; All Participants

%

County Council (all iterations)

43%

Irish Water

34%

Landlord

2%

Don’t know

13%

One in three
households
surveyed are still
experiencing
water issues.

Issue is still
ongoing

31%
52%

21%

17%

26%
26%

1-3 days
20%

boil water notices and water
more likely to say the issue is

42%

38%

4 days or more

Those that have experienced
discoloration problems are

25%

33%

20%

Less than a day

27%
22%

12%

still ongoing.
Total

Boil water notices
(N=148)

How long did these issues last for?
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

24%

17%
32%

21%

23%

18%

29%

11%
13%

Water
Interruption of Increased traffic or Other water
discoloration
water supply
issues with your
related issue
problems (N=229)
(N=161)
water supply as a (Specify) (N=46)
result of water
mains
•
Low water
replacement
pressure
works (N=82)
•
Smell of
water
•
Bad taste
•
Limescale
N= refers to sample size

The majority were not made aware in advance that there may be
issues/disruptions to their water supply.

No, I wasn’t informed at all

79%

76%

83%

22%
15%

65%

87%

Yes, a few days beforehand

Yes, a few weeks
beforehand

70%

23%

21%
11%

5%

3%

Total

Boil water notices

Were you made aware in advance that there may be issues /disruptions with your water supply?
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

2%
Water discoloration
problems

9%

12%

Interruption of water
Increased traffic or
supply
issues with your water
supply as a result of
water mains
replacement works

13%
4%
Other water related
issue (Specify)

Just one in three
not aware of the
potential issues/
disruptions,
contacted someone
about the issue.

Who did you contact?
(N=97)
Local Authority

53%

Irish Water

36%

29%

71%

In most cases the Local Authority was
the first point of contact. Just over one
in three contacted Irish Water.

Yes
No

Other (Specify)

6%

A local representative (Councillor or
TD)

5%

Did you try to contact anybody about the issue?
Sample Size= 329: All those that were not informed of the issues in advance

One in three did
not get any
response – Those
who tried to
contact Irish Water
had a higher no
response rate
(39%).

No Response

35%

Told they are working on the problem / issue

26%

Provided helpful information

21%

Told to call Irish Water

7%

Told it's an ongoing issue

Told to check website for updates

Nothing to do with them

Other

6%

2%

1%

8%

What response did you get from? (Spontaneous)
Sample Size= 97: All participants not informed in advance that tried to contact someone

Just one in four had some follow up

23%

77%

Yes
Did anyone follow up with you on your issue?
Sample Size= 97: All participants not informed in advance that tried to contact someone

No

Among those made
aware, social media
and flyers were the
main sources cited.
One in five claim to also have heard an
ad on radio or received a text

Social Media (Twitter / Facebook etc.)

26%

Received a flyer / leaflet in the post / through the
door

26%

Heard an ad on Radio

20%

Received a text

19%

My family / neighbour’s told me

14%

Saw it on TV

7%

Saw it on the local paper

6%

Saw it in the local shop
Saw it on a national paper
Other (Specify)

How were you made aware?
Sample Size= 85; All made aware of issue in advance

4%
1%
12%

One in four aware
of issues /
disruptions, were
provided a
timeframe.

No
60%
74%

76%

63%
78%

81%

Those that experienced interruption of
their water supply were more likely to
report receiving a timeframe.

Yes
40%
26%

24%

Total

Boil water notices
(N=147)

22%

19%
Water
discoloration
problems (N=112)

37%

Interruption of Increased traffic
Other water
water supply or issues with your related issue
(N=161)
water supply as a (Specify) (N=46)
result of water
mains replacement
works (N=78)

Were you given a timeframe for how long the disruption would be in effect or the issue would be resolved?
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

N= refers to sample size

Almost half of all
residents that were
provided a
timeframe for
completion, were
not informed the
issue was resolved.
This highlights the importance of
constant communication and will no
doubt create goodwill for Irish Water
among the population.

I wasn’t made aware I found out myself

45%

Social Media (Twitter / Facebook etc.)

15%

Heard an ad on Radio

11%

Received a flyer / leaflet in the post / through the door

8%

My family / neighbours told me

6%

Received a text

5%

Saw it on the local paper
Saw it on TV

4%
2%

Saw it in the local shop

1%

Saw it on a national paper

1%

Other (Specify)

When the issue was resolved / fixed, how were you made aware?
Sample Size= 106; All participants given a timeframe for completion of work

9%

Mixed levels of
satisfaction with
information
received.

Satisfaction with Issues
(% Very Satisfied)
Very Satisfied (9-10)

37%
43%

Those that were notified of interruption
of their water supply were more likely
than others to be very satisfied with the
information received.

33%
Satisfied (7-8)

28%

26%
22%

Not at all Satisfied (0-6)

38%

Boil water notices
(N=35)

Water
discoloration
problems (N=30)

Interruption of Increased traffic or
water supply
issues with your
(N=49)
water supply as a
result of water
mains replacement
works (N=25)

How satisfied were you with the information you received notifying you of the issues / disruptions related to you water supply?
Sample Size= 85; All made aware of issue in advance

N= refers to sample size

Households believe
The Local Authority
and Irish Water, are
equally responsible
for making them
aware of water
issues.

The Local Authority

51%

Irish Water

A local representative (TD / Local Councillor)

Other (Specify)

50%

6%

8%

Who do you think is responsible for making you aware of water issues in your area / community? (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 623; All Participants

Residents want
direct
communication –
most via text
messages.
One half want a text message while one
in three would like to receive a flyer /
leaflet in the post.
Importance of radio and social media

Receive a text

52%

Receive a flyer / leaflet in the post

34%

Hear an ad on Radio

17%

Social Media (Twitter / Facebook etc.)

14%

See it on the local paper

7%

See it on TV

7%

See it on a national paper

3%

A phone call

3%

Email

3%

cannot be underestimated because of
their reach

See it in the local shop
Other (Specify)

2%
5%

In future how would you like to find out about water issues / disruptions in your area / community? (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 623; All participants

The majority, regardless of the issue, would like to receive
notifications a few days in advance (73%).
Total

Boil water notices

Water discoloration problems

Interruption of water supply

Mains replacement work

Other

47%

44%

45%
40% 40%

33%

32%

39%

33%

29%
26%

26%

24%
21%

19%
16%

16%

17%

7% 7% 7%

4%

3%

4%

4%

3%

4%

5%

4%
1%

At least a day in advance

A few days in advance

A week in advance

At least 2 weeks in advance

How far in advance would you like to receive notifications that there may be an issue (e.g. Water discolouration) or disruption to your water supply?
Sample Size= 623; All Participants

Other

Who did you call?
(N=71)

The majority did
not call anyone to
find out more about
the issue they
experienced.

Irish Water

The Local Authority

Among those that did, there is a slightly
higher incidence for calling Irish Water

45%

39%

17%
83%

over the Local Authority
A local representative (TD / Local
Councillor)

Other (Specify)
Yes

10%

6%

No

Did you call anybody to find out more about the issue / disruption you experienced recently?
Who did you call ?
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

N= refers to sample size

Among those that
called someone,
one in two were
satisfied with the
professionalism of
the person they
spoke with.

Very satisfied (9-10)

25%

16%

17%

23%

21%

60%

62%

62%

Easy to deal with

Response Provided

Clarity of information

23%

17%
26%
Somewhat satisfied
(7-8)

Lower levels of satisfaction were
reported for being easy to deal with, the
response provided and the clarity of
information.

Not at all satisfied (06)

49%

Those that called Irish Water found
them easier to do business with than the
Local Authority.

Satisfied with
professionalism
Overall, how easy did you find it to deal with….?
Sample Size= 71; All that called someone

Among those made
aware, two in three
were satisfied with
the clarity of
information.

Very Satisfied (9-10)

28%

30%
41%

43%

51%

24%
Somewhat satisfied (7-8)

Not surprisingly those experiencing boil

25%

36%
25%

water notices were more likely to be not

28%

at all satisfied.

45%
Not at all satisfied (0-6)

34%

36%

33%
20%

Total

Boil water notices
(N=33)

Water
discoloration
problems (N=28)

Interruption of Increased traffic
water supply
or issues with
(N=45)
your water supply
as a result of
water mains
replacement
works (N=25)

You mentioned you were made aware of the recent water disruption by …. Overall, how satisfied were you with the clarity of information
provided?
Sample Size= 85; All made aware of issue in advance
N= refers to sample size

Residents impacted
want more
frequent
communication
from Irish Water.
Households would also like to receive

10%
7%

Strongly agree (9-10)

66%

Somewhat agree (7-8)

more direct information e.g. text / email.
83%

16%
Strongly disagree (0-6)

19%

I’d like to receive more personal information from
Irish Water eg. text alert / letter
We understand that over the last 6 months you have been impacted by some disruptions
to your water supply. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with each of the following
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

Irish Water and its affiliates always keep me
informed

More than four in
ten residents
expect more water
issues in the next
few months
For almost half of all households that

Strongly agree (9-10)

32%

33%

13%

13%

56%

54%

I am expecting more water issues in the next few
months

The problem has now been resolved to my
satisfaction

Somewhat agree (7-8)

experienced issues, the problem has
been resolved to their satisfaction

Strongly disagree (0-6)

We understand that over the last 6 months you have been impacted by some disruptions
to your water supply. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with each of the following
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

Notification of
issues in advance is
critical, particularly
for those impacted.

Notify us

38%

Keep us updated on developments

26%

Fix the problem

8%

Better communication
Communication in advance is wanted by
households, but as important is the need
for better communication throughout

7%

Provide tankers with water

4%

Contact me directly

4%

the entire process – households want to
be kept updated on any developments
taking place.

Be more approachable / honest

2%

Answer your phones

1%

Post updates on social media

1%

Other

1%

Don’t know / nothing

What more could have been done to make your experience easier ? (Spontaneous)
Sample Size= 414; All that experienced issues

19%

Better
communication is
necessary.

Improve communications / Keep people informed

33%

Notify people

21%

Text alerts / phone call

8%

Fix the problem

8%

Send letter / flyer
Residents want to be notified of issues
in advance, while better or more
frequent communication is desired.

5%

Email contact

3%

Be honest about the issue

3%

Radio ads

3%

Social media updates

2%

Local paper updates

1%

TV updates

1%

Be quicker to address the issue

1%

Keep your website up to date with information

1%

Don’t be rude

1%

Answer calls / ring me back

1%

Other

4%

Don’t know
Q. If you could give Irish Water some advice on your most recent experience or how they
should communicate with customers, what would it be? (Spontaneous)
Sample Size= 623; All Participants

24%

Key Findings

Key Findings

LACK OF AWARENESS
Most participants appear unaware which
body to contact when they have issues
with their water supply. Further, 8 in 10
participants who had issues, did not
contact anyone to help fix their issue.
This can be due to a lack of awareness of
what advice / information is available.
Residents are more likely to contact their
Local Authority, if they have water related
issues
However, when asked about who is
responsible for communication, its split
equally between their Local Authority and
Irish Water.

LACK OF RESPONSE
When households with water issues
attempted to contact various bodies to
help with their problem, they received
little to no response.
One in three received no response
whatsoever, with some seeming to have a
little bit more luck when contacting Irish
Water.
1 in 3 participants recommend Irish
Water improve their communication with
them, with 1 in 5 stating their experience
would have been better if they had been
notified of any issues in advance.

MORE FREQUENT UPDATES
8 in 10 participants had no follow up
when they contacted someone about
their water issue.
Further, nearly half of those impacted
were not made aware and found out
themselves that their water issue was
resolved. Thus, many want clearer and
more frequent communications.
Two thirds of residents would like to
receive more personal information by
text from Irish Water (is this a GDPR
issue?).
Three quarters of participants would
prefer to receive notification from Irish
Water a few days in advance of the issue
occurring, therefore giving them the time
to prepare.

Water Advisory Body
Irish Water Business Satisfaction Survey Findings
January 2022
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Sample Profile &
Methodology
(Business)
The survey was conducted among 400 businesses
in areas provided by The WAB (Water Advisory
Body).
Core Research sourced telephone numbers from
the largest business list provider (Bill Moss).
Fieldwork Dates:

30th October to 7th December 2021
Sample Sizes:

Water discoloration (Dundalk / Limerick) – Sample
Size =113
Boil Water notices (Shannon, Sixmilebridge, Achill,
Cootehill, Wexford) –Sample Size =102
Mains Replacement Work (Monaghan, Trim,
Beaumont, Farranfore) – Sample Size =115
Do not consume – (Carlow / White Gate) – Sample
Size =70

Location

Employee size
1 - 2 employees

24%

3 - 5 employees

37%

6 - 10 employees

23%

11 - 20 Employees
21+ employees

11%

Carlow town

16%

Dundalk

16%

Limerick City

13%

Monaghan town

13%

Trim

6%

11%

Shannon

Industry
Automotive

10%

Financial Services

Wexford town

13%

Retail

19%

Restaurant / Bar / Café / Hotel

15%

Beauty

13%

Other Service

12%

Healthcare
Other

7%
10%

9%
6%

Sixmilebridge

4%

Cootehill

4%

Farranfore, Kerry

4%

Achill

3%

Beaumont Cork 2%
White Gate, Cork
None of these

1%
0%

Note: Due to rounding, some 100% charts may be +/-1%

Main Business Findings

Businesses are slightly more likely to think of calling Irish Water if they
experience water issues rather than the Council / Local Authority.

Who to contact?

If you experienced an issue related to your water/ water supply at your business, who would you contact?
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

%

Irish Water

39%

County Council (all iterations)

33%

Landlord

9%

Plumber

3%

Manager

3%

Don’t know

15%

More than two in three, mention that a clean and consistent
water supply, is very important for their business.

Very important

69 %

59 %
77 %

71 %

74 %

67%

Somewhat important

29 %

Not at all important

21 %

14 %

23 %

17 %
9%

10 %

9%

7%

Total

Boil water notices
(N=35)

Water discoloration
problems (N=153)

How important is a clean and consistent water supply to the functioning of your business?
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

12 %

22%

11%

Interruption of water
Increased traffic or Experienced no issues
supply (N=109)
issues with your water
(N=194)
supply as a result of
water mains
replacement works
(N=17)

N= refers to sample size

Half of all businesses claim they have NOT experienced
water related issues, at their premises.
9%

7%

2%

Boil water notices

16%

13%

32%
38%

46%

40%

Water discoloration
problems

34%

27%

Interruption of water supply

27%
4%

24%

4%

4%

2%

Increased traffic

48 %

48 %

Total

Dundalk / Limerick
(N=112)

None

In the last 6 months, have you experienced any of the following at your business premises?
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

30%

29%

7%

55 %
45 %

Monaghan / Trim /
Shannon / Sixmile bridge/
Beaumont / Farranfore
Achill / Cootehill /
(N=115)
Wexford (N=102)

43 %

Whitegate / Carlow
(N=70)

For one in five
businesses that
experienced issues,
they are still
ongoing

Issue is still ongoing

3+ weeks

26 %

1 – 2 weeks

4 – 6 days

10 %

20 %

that the issues are ongoing.

18 %

20 %

12 %
12 %

9%
8%

Those that experienced boil water
notices are more likely to report

17%

20 %

14 %

10 %

7%

9%

8%

8%

12 %

12 %
6%
18 %

22 %

17 %

33 %

36 %

14 %

1-3 days
36 %

Less than a day

11 %

41 %

14 %

Total

How long did these issues last for?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

Boil water notices Water discoloration Interruption of water Increased traffic or
problems
supply
issues with your
water supply as a
result of water mains
replacement works

For half of
businesses that
experienced issues,
the impact was
minimal
Less than one in ten businesses,

There was no real impact on our business

55 %

We had to purchase additional water for our business

14 %

We lost income

8%

I had to temporarily lay off staff

4%

We had to close the business

4%

mentioned they lost income, while 4%
mentioned they had to temporarily lay

We had to use toilet facilities elsewhere

3%

We had less customers / clients visit our business premises

3%

off staff or close the business.

Staff arriving late to work
We had to notify staff within the business not to consume
the water or to boil the water prior to use
Other (Specify)

What impact did these issues have on you/ your business?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

2%
“had to put in filters”

0%
21 %

“angry guests”

“cant sell food”

The majority of
businesses claim
they were NOT
informed in
advance of any
issues / disruptions.

No, I wasn’t informed at all

83 %

Yes, a few days beforehand

14 %

Those that experienced boil water
notices and increased traffic issues were
more likely to say they were informed

Yes, a few weeks beforehand

4%

Were you made aware in advance that there may be issues /disruptions with your water supply at your business premises?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

Among those not
informed, just one
in three attempted
to contact
someone.

Who did you contact
(N=53)
The Local Authority

Among those that did try to contact

31%

Irish Water

someone, slightly more claim to have
called the Local Authority rather than

45 %

40 %

69%

Irish Water.
A local representative (Councillor or
TD)

Yes

0%

No
Other (Specify)

Did you try to contact anybody about the issue?
Who did you contact?
Sample Size= 170, those not informed at all about the issue they experienced

15 %

N= refers to sample size

Response received from both Local Authority and
Irish Water were generally deemed, not satisfactory.
“They were very helpful,
apologetic but didn’t know
how long the problem
would last for "
Lack of
timeframe given

No response

“
“Was told it’s an ongoing
issue and it would be fixed
in a few days"

"Nothing, I left a
message but didn’t get a
response"

“Was told the problem
would be sorted /
resolved"
What response did you get from ?
Sample Size= 53; All that made contact

Problem would
be dealt with

“They would log the
problem and report it"

Four out of ten
businesses claim
someone followed
up with them on
their issue.

40%

60%

Yes

Did anyone follow up with you on your issue?
Sample Size= 53; All that made contact with someone

No

How made aware of issue?

Among those made
aware of the issue,
one in three claim
they heard about it
from another
business owner /
staff member while
a similar
percentage found
out from Social
Media.

Another business owner / staff member
informed me

31 %

Social Media (Twitter / Facebook etc.)

31 %

Received a flyer / leaflet in the post /
through the door

28 %

Heard an ad on Radio

17 %

Received a text

14 %

Saw it on a national paper

11 %

Saw it in the local shop

8%

Saw it on the local paper

8%

Saw it on TV
Other (Specify)

How were you made aware?
Sample Size= 36; All who were made aware of issue in advance

Landlord
Email
Not sure

3%
25%

How made aware
(N=58)

Few businesses
were provided with
a timeframe for
how long the issue
would last

I wasn’t made aware I found out myself
Social Media (Twitter / Facebook etc.)

9%

Received a flyer / leaflet in the post /
through the door
Heard an ad on Radio

Among those provided with a
deadline, more than three in
four had to find out
themselves when the issue
was resolved

76 %

72%

28%

Yes

No

7%
5%

Received a text

3%

Saw it in the local shop

3%

Another business owner / staff member told
me

2%

Saw it on the local paper

2%

Other (Specify)

Were you given a timeframe for how long the disruption would be in effect or the issue would be resolved?
When the issue was resolved / fixed, how were you made aware?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

10 %

N= refers to sample size

Just half of businesses were satisfied, with the
information they received.
Satisfaction of Issues
(% = Very satisfied)
31%

Very Satisfied (9-10)
58%

22%
34%

Satisfied (7-8)

30%

14%
46%

Not at all Satisfied (0-6)

Boil water notices

How satisfied were you with the information you received notifying you of the issues / disruptions related to you water supply?
Sample Size= 36; All those made aware of issues in advance

Water discoloration
problems

Interruption of water Increased traffic or
supply
issues with your water
supply as a result of
water mains
replacement works

N= refers to sample size

Almost two in three
feel Irish Water is
responsible for
making them aware
of water issues,
while over half
believe it is the
responsibility of
the Local Authority.

Irish Water

57 %

The Local Authority

51 %

Other (Specify)

15 %

Among those that didn’t experience any
issues, 52% believe the Local Authority
is responsible for making them aware of
water related issues.

A local representative (TD / Local Councillor)

2%

Who do you think is responsible for making you aware of water issues related to your business premises? (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

Text message is the preferred means of finding out
about potential problems followed by an email.
Receive a text

67 %

Email

62%

Receive a flyer / leaflet in
the post

30 %

Social Media (Twitter /
Facebook etc.)

6%

Hear an ad on Radio

5%

Phone call

5%

See it on a national paper

3%

See it on the local paper

3%

See it on TV

3%

See it in the local shop
Other (Specify)

2%
1%

In future how would you like to find out about water issues / disruptions to your business premises / area? (Multiple answers allowed)
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

More than half of businesses mention they would like to
know of disruptions, at least a few days in advance.
3%

At least 2 weeks in
advance

14 %

43 %

A week in advance

10 %

13 %

30 %

24 %

18 %

17%

35 %

32%

32 %

A few days in advance
40 %

34 %

42 %

39 %
24 %
42%

At least a day in advance
13 %

Total

20 %

18 %

22 %

24 %
7%

Boil water notices
(N=35)

Water discoloration Interruption of water
problems (N=153)
supply (N=109)

Increased traffic or
issues with your
water supply as a
result of water mains
replacement works
(N=17*)

How far in advance would you like to receive notifications that there may be an issue (e.g. Water discolouration) or disruption to your water supply at your business premises?
Sample Size= 400; All Businesses

No issues (N=194)

N= refers to sample size

Who did you call
(N=26)

Just one in ten that
experienced an
issue, called
someone to find
out more about the
issue
The majority of those that did call

The Local Authority

73%

13%
87%

someone, called the Local Authority
rather than Irish Water.
Irish Water
Yes

27%

No

Did you call anybody to find out more about the issue / disruption you experienced recently?
Who did you call ?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

N= refers to sample size

Satisfaction with complaint handling
(N=17)

Half of those that
contacted
someone, made a
complaint.

35%

Very satisfied
(9-10)

Those that complained, were generally
not satisfied that the complaint was
investigated and responded to.

50%

50%

Somewhat
Satisfied (7-8)

65%

Not at all
Satisfied (0-6)

Yes

No

Did you make a complaint to the person you contacted?
How satisfied were you that your complaint was investigated and responded to?
Sample Size= 17, those who contacted someone

Total

Six in ten
businesses were
satisfied with the
professionalism of
the person they
spoke with.

12%
Very satisfied (9-10)

31%

8%

8%

23%
30%

Somewhat satisfied
(7-8)

30%
92%

However, they were less satisfied with
being easy to deal with, the clarity of
information and the response provided

69%
58%

Not at all satisfied (06)
39%

Satisfied with
professionalism
Overall, how satisfied were you with ….?
Sample Size= 71; All that called someone

Easy to deal with

Clarity of information

Response Provided

N= refers to sample size

Two thirds of
businesses that
received
information in
advance about the
water disruptions
were satisfied with
the clarity of
information
provided.

Very satisfied (9-10)

Somewhat satisfied (7-8)

Not at all satisfied (0-6)

28%

35%

37%

Total
You mentioned you were made aware of the recent water disruption by <recall answer
from Q4> Overall, how satisfied were you with the clarity of information provided?
Sample Size= 36; All those made aware of issues in advance

More direct
information is also
desired from
businesses, while
more than half of
.all businesses that
have experienced
issues report that
Irish Water and its
affiliates always
keep them
informed

Strongly agree (9-10)

56%
69%

Somewhat agree (7-8)

12%

Strongly disagree (0-6)

9%
31%
22%

I’d like to receive more personal information from
Irish water eg. text alert / letter
We understand that over the last 6 months you have been impacted by some disruptions
to your water supply. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

Irish Water and its affiliates always keep me
informed

Three in four
businesses expect
more water issues.
in the next few
months.
Almost six in ten businesses mention

Strongly agree (9-10)
52%
73%

Somewhat agree (7-8)

that that the problem has now been

6%

resolved to their satisfaction.

Strongly disagree (0-6)

9%

40%

18%

I am expecting more water issues in the next few
months
We understand that over the last 6 months you have been impacted by some disruptions
to your water supply. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements?
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

The problem has now been resolved to my
satisfaction

Communication is
key, without it
businesses are left
dissatisfied.

More notification in advance

39%

Better communication

21%

Resolve / fix the problem

6%

Be more accountable

4%

Respond to my calls / emails

4%

Be mannerly and respectful

3%

Know what's going on

1%

Set up an alert system

1%

Provide free water

1%

Other

1%

Nothing

What more could have been done to make your experience easier? (Spontaneous) (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 206; All businesses that experienced issues

30%

Among those that
provided an
answer, better and
more frequent
communication is
what businesses
would like in the
future.

Notice / Advance warning

19%

More communication
Answer calls

16%
3%

Be friendly

2%

Quicker with repairs

2%

More personal communication

2%

Knowledgeable staff

2%

Text Alerts
Other

1%
6%

None / Don’t Know

If you could give Irish Water some advice on your most recent experience or how they should communicate with businesses like you, what
would it be? (Spontaneous) (Multiple responses allowed)
Sample Size= 400; All businesses

57%

8 in 10 are not aware of the Water Advisory Body

No

82%

83%

18%

17%

Business

Residential

Yes

Have you ever heard of The Water Advisory Body before today?
Sample Size= 400 All businesses

Key Business Findings

Key Findings

CLARITY OF INFORMATION
Irish businesses are finding a lack of
clear and concise information
regarding the disruptions caused by
water issues.
7 in 10 businesses were not given any
timeframe on how long the issues
would occur, with 7 in 10 finding out
about the issue themselves rather,
than through an official body.
The majority of businesses were not
satisfied with the information they
received.

LACK OF AWARENESS
Just 1 in 10 businesses contacted
someone about the issues they
were experiencing, but only 4 in 10
of these received a follow up. Most
were made aware of a water issue
either through word of mouth or
social media.
With 3 in 4 businesses expecting
more water issues in the coming
months, better education on the
correct avenues to contact about
an issue is required.

MORE FREQUENT UPDATES
4 in 10 businesses stated that if given
more advance notice of an issue, it would
have made their experience better.
7 in 10 businesses agreed that they
would like to receive more personal
updates from Irish Water, via text alerts
or letters. The majority of businesses
would also like to receive notification of
the issue a few days, if not a week in
advance of the disruptions occurring.
Overall, businesses are looking for
greater communication with Irish Water
to ensure they have sufficient time to
prepare for disruptions to their business.
This could be done through an email or
text update from Irish Water.
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